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Death Rehearsal Template 

(credit to ALEXANDER A, LEVITAN University of Minnesota) 
 
Introduce trance state 

Establish ideomotor signals 

Move client into future to point where death is imminent (note: this is subjective and may not be 
related to current physical challenge[s]) Client will signal when arrived. 

Afford client the ability to speak while staying in trance state. 

Elicit details about the experience, including place, surroundings, etc. 

Where are you?  
Who is there with you? 
How do you feel?  
Can you tell you are dying?  
What is it like to die?  
What are those persons around you feeling? 
What are they saying?  
How do they react to your death?  
Is there an obituary in the newspaper? What does it say?  
Who is with your spouse (family members) after your death?  
Who visits you at the funeral home or memorial service? What do they say? 
Who attends the funeral? What do they say or do?  
Who sends flowers?  
Who comforts or assists your family?  
What happens over the year after your death?  
What has been the effect of your death upon your family, friends, business, etc.? 
 
If the spouse or other family member is visualized as being overwhelmed with grief or emotion it 
is suggested that it is helpful for a person to express these feelings rather than keep them locked 
within. 
Alternatively, if a relative is visualized as showing little or no emotion, it can be pointed out that 
many people can experience deep feelings of love and affection without expressing them 
outwardly. In this fashion every effort is made to enable the patient to experience his own death 
in a setting of comfort and security while adhering to the realities of his particular circumstances. 
The death process is thus demystified and understood as a natural biologic event common to all 
mankind. 
 
Option: Let the client have a private discussion with anyone that they wish to: a gestalt experience 
can help them express any unspoken thoughts or feelings.  
 
Frequently, a death rehearsal will enable a patient to approach his own demise with equanimity, 
security, and control. The patient will often also express gratitude in having shared the death 
experience with the hypnotherapist and will take comfort in knowing that the hypnotherapist will 
be available for the actual experience as well should this be required. 
In order to be of maximal assistance to the dying patient the hypnotherapist must become 
comfortable with his own mortality and the fact that he, too, will someday die. 
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The act of "helping someone to die" must be clearly distinguished from the act of "causing 
someone to die." Death need not be perceived as a defeat for the therapeutic process but rather as 
a natural conclusion to a biologic chain of events. 
 


